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Abstract—Subjective image quality assessment (IQA) based on
pairwise comparison (PC) overcome the shortcomings of IQA
based on category rating, such as an ambiguous scale definition.
However, the testing scale of PC tests can be very large, as the
number of image pairs for comparison is a quadratic form of the
number of images. To conduct PC tests on a large-scale image set
with limited budget, an active sampling strategy to reduce testing
scale is required. The conventional active sampling strategies
usually select the most informative sample and assume that any
image pair’s correct label can be obtained from any subjects who
are attentive. However, this is not true for IQA, because of human
visual system’s limitation. If two images are similar, their difference
can be too subtle for some subjects to perceive. It means that it
takes subjects more effort to obtain correct preference labels of
two similar images, and that it is even impossible to obtain the
correct preference labels of two images that are too similar. To
address this issue, we study the reliability of preference labels.
Based on the combination of reliability and informativeness, we
design a new active sampling framework. It not only considers the
informativeness, but also adjusts the effort spent on an image pair
according to its ambiguity. Experiments show that this adjustment
can effectively improve the performance of sampling strategies
only based on informativeness. Besides, the proposed method is
expected to be applied to more general subjective tests based on
PC beyond IQA.
Index Terms—Active sampling, pairwise comparison, quality of
experience, subjective image quality assessment (IQA).

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the development and popularization of multimedia
technologies, people nowadays are enjoying more and
more multimedia services and contents. And the evaluation of
these services or contents’ Quality of Experience (QoE) has become an important topic. For instance, subjective image quality
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Fig. 1. Paradigm of a subjective IQA test based on PC. In the test, image pairs
are selected from the image set through a sampling strategy. Then the selected
image pair is judged by subjects, and the pairwise preference provided by the
subjects is used to update the images’ global ranking through a rank aggregation
algorithm.

assessment (IQA), which studies the QoE of images, is of great
importance to set gold-standard quality measures of images.
There are mainly two classes of methods for subjective IQA
tests [1]. One is based on Category Rating (CR) test [1], [2], and
the other is based on Pairwise Comparison (PC) test [1], [3].
Some work combined these two methods as well [4]. The CR
test is a category judgement where the test images are rated on
a category scale, including absolute category rating (ACR), absolute category rating with hidden reference (ACR-HR) [1] and
degradation category rating (DCR) [1]. The CR test is widely
used because it is simple and intuitive. However, its drawback
is also obvious [5]. Significantly, it is likely to cause subjects’
confusion about the rating scale, even including DCR where
reference images exist. Subjects are not able to exactly repeat
their prior scores for items they have rated [6]. In contrast to the
CR test, the PC test, which is also popular [7], is of high discriminatory power. And it is particularly valuable when some of the
test items are very similar in quality. Some experiments based
on simulated data have investigated the behaviour
  of results of
the PC test [8]. On the other hand, as there are N2 image pairs
for N images, the PC test costs much more time than the CR
test, which only takes O(N ) time. When N is large, it is usually
beyond budget to have every image pair fully compared. Therefore, a wise sampling strategy, which selects valuable image
pairs for comparison, plays an important role. There have been
many research efforts devoted to this direction [9]–[17]. A flow
chart illustrating how these sampling methods work for such a
subjective IQA test is as shown in Fig. 1. There is an image set
for quality assessment. During the subjective test, pairs of images are selected from the image set sequentially through some
sampling strategy for comparison. At the same time, the preference labels are collected from subjects and then translated into
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Fig. 2. System of subjective IQA, consisting of three components, the image
set, the machine (rank aggregation algorithm), and the subjects.

a global ranking of all the images through a rank aggregation
algorithm. The final goal is to obtain an as accurate as possible
global ranking of the images with a limited budget for testing.
To achieve an efficient sampling strategy, there have been
several different approaches proposed from different perspectives. As shown in Fig. 2, a system of subjective IQA test is
made up of three components, the images for test, the subjects providing preference labels, and the machine (e.g., the
preference aggregation algorithm) for modeling. Each arrow in
Fig. 2 represents one approach of active sampling. The component indicated by the head of the arrow is what is actively
selected, while the component indicated by the tail of the arrow
is the basis of the active sampling. To be specific, the arrow 
1
shown in Fig. 2 represents one approach [10]–[15] working on
selecting images from the perspective of machines. Such an
approach usually designs an uncertainty/information measure
for samples based on a specific machine and therefore select
the most uncertain/informative sample for annotation. Another
approach considers the information density measure [10]–[12],
leading subjects to compare image pairs in different regions
of the sample space, which means that it selects image pairs
from the perspective of the image set as the arrow 
2 shown in
Fig. 2. Both of the above approaches focus on the difference
between samples. Combining these two approaches, the conventional active sampling strategies define the informativeness
of image pairs assuming that their correct preference labels
can be obtained from any attentive subjects. Besides, there is a
different approach, which works on selecting reliable subjects
who are either attentive or of high expertise. Reliable subjects
are defined as subjects who provide preference labels consistent
with the majority. Thus the approach selects subjects from the
perspective of the image set [15]–[17], as the arrow 
3 shown
in Fig. 2. This approach focuses on the difference between subjects and evaluates the quality of subjects in order to improve
the efficiency of subjective tests. However, all the above three
approaches ignore the arrow 
4 in Fig. 2, which is how to evaluate the difference between samples from the perspective of
human subjects. As we all know, there are limitations of human visual system (HVS). In the subjective IQA task, some
limitation is extremely important, as Just Noticeable Difference
(JND) theory [18] tells that human can only perceive the differ-
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ence between two images above some threshold. This implies
that if the difference between two images is below the threshold
of a subject, the subject is not able to definitely provide the correct preference label. This incorrect label is not noise caused by
subjects’ carelessness, but their limitation of vision. Therefore,
the more similar two images are, the more likely a subject is not
able to tell the difference, and the more subjects are needed to
obtain the correct label. Extremely, for two very similar images
like Fig. 3(c), even increasing the number of subjects to judge
them does not help. This fact contradicts the assumption taken
by the conventional active sampling strategies, which is as long
as the image pair is sampled, its ambiguity will be resolved
eventually.
To solve this problem, a wise sampling strategy should consider the difference between images from the perspective of human and spend appropriate effort on an image pair accordingly.
The optimal effort to obtain an image pair’s correct preference
label varies with the similarity of the two images. Specifically
speaking, for two images that differ a lot in quality like the two
images in Fig. 3(a), it is very easy for subjects to judge, and we
can acquire the correct preference label of the two images from
a small number of subjects. On the contrary, for two images that
are similar in quality, like the two images in Fig. 3(b), it might be
somewhat confusing for subjects to judge. A correct preference
label should be obtained based on more subjects’ judgements
than that of the images in Fig. 3(a). In extreme cases, for two
images that are very similar in quality, such as the two images
in Fig. 3(c), even an excellent expert in image quality is not able
to distinguish them, and it is just beyond limitation of human
vision and cognition. Thus it is impossible to get the correct
preference label of their quality, which means having subjects
compare such extremely similar image pairs makes no contribution to obtaining the global ranking of the total image set. On
the other hand, without predicting the effort it costs to obtain the
correct preference label, we may spend too much effort on two
images as Fig. 3(a), too little effort on two images as Fig. 3(b), or
useless effort on two images as Fig. 3(c), none of which is wise.
Therefore, the factor of human subjects should be considered
in selecting image pairs for comparison, as it is directly related
to the effort it costs to obtain image pairs’ correct preference
labels.
In this paper, to optimize the effort spent on each image pair,
we introduce a probabilistic model to estimate the probability
that a subject is able to distinguish an image pair of a certain similarity. With this estimation, the reliability of an image
pair’s preference can be calculated according to two parameters. One is the number of times that the image pair has been
compared, and the other one is the similarity between the two
images. Note that this reliability is not to measure the quality
of individual subjects, but to measure the quality of the preference labels collected for an image pair during the PC test,
considering the similarity of the two images. Taking the reliability and informativeness both into consideration, we propose
an active sampling framework based on expected reliable informativeness gain. An image pair’s reliable informativeness is
a combination of the image pair’s reliability and informativeness. And its expected reliable informativeness gain is the gain
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Fig. 3. Three image pairs of different similarities. (a) Two images that differ a lot in quality, and subjects can easily judge the preference. (b) Two images that
are similar in quality, and it may take subjects some effort to judge the preference. (c) Two images that are very similar, which are beyond most humans’ ability to
judge. (a) Low similarity. (b) Medium similarity. (c) High similarity.

of the image pair’s reliable informativeness if the two images
are compared by one more subject. By actively sampling the
image pair of the largest expected reliable informativeness gain,
the proposed active sampling framework overcomes the shortcomings of previous active sampling strategies purely based on
informativeness. The results of the experiments based on two
different ranking algorithms show that the consideration of reliability does improve the performance of the sampling strategies
purely based on informativeness.

The proposed strategy can adapt to both the laboratory environment and the crowdsourcing environment. As it can effectively reduce the testing scale of a large testing image set, and it
considers ordinary unspecific subjects’ limitation to make correct judgements, the proposed strategy is specially suitable for
crowdsourcing environment. It should be noted that although
this paper investigates the problem of IQA, the proposed active
sampling strategy can be applied to more general evaluation
problems based on pairwise comparison. It can be directly ap-
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plied to the QoE assessment of general multimedia contexts and
applications, including images, videos, games and so on. And it
can even be applied to the evaluation of higher-level properties
such as relative attribute [10] and aesthetic value [19].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the related work. Section III concretely illustrates
the proposed active sampling strategy, including the definition
of reliable informativeness in Section III-B, the estimation of
reliability in Section III-C, and the selection of informativeness
in Section III-D. Section IV illustrates the settings and the results
of the conducted experiments. And Section V is a conclusion of
the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Crowdsourced QoE
Compared to conventional QoE assessment test conducted in
laboratory environment, crowdsourced test conducted via the
Internet is cheaper and more time-saving, and it enjoys a large
and diverse panel of subjects across international and regional
block, who are much closer to the realistic users. With the popularization of paid crowdsourcing platform such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, the interest of conducting QoE assessment test by
crowdsourcing is rising. Hossfeld et al. [20] talked about the key
issues of moving from the laboratory to the crowd, particularly
including the reliability of user ratings, and a collection of best
practices addressing these issues are provided, which demonstrates the feasibility and advantage of crowdsourced QoE assessment test. Ribeiro et al. [21] performed the ACR test using
crowdsourcing, taking the detection of inaccurate scores into
consideration. As discussed above, one of the crowdsourcing
test’s shortcomings is that subjects are more likely to provide
inaccurate ratings because of their inexpertise and the less controlled environment. Therefore, some researchers tried to conduct PC tests in crowdsoucing environment, as PC test is of
high discriminatory power, and it is much easier for ordinary
subjects. Chen et al. [5] proposed a crowdsourceable QoE assessment framework based on pairwise comparison. And they
later designed a crowdsourcing platform for QoE assessment
based on pairwise comparison [22]. However, Chen et al.’s work
is based on a complete set of pairwise comparison. When the
scale of an image set is large, the cost of comparison is high
even by crowdsourcing. Therefore, this method does not suit
the assessment of large image sets. In that case, Xu et al. [23],
[24] introduced the HodgeRank, which is able to recover the
ordinal rank from an uncomplete and unbalanced set of pairwise comparisons. Xu et al.’s work increases the likelihood of
conducting PC tests on large scale datasets. But its testing scale
can still be large. One way to further reduce the testing scale is
to replace the random sampling strategy with active sampling.
Our proposed strategy, particularly considering subjects’ inexpertise and ratings’ reliability, can adapt to the crowdsourcing
environment well.
B. Preference Aggregation
The problem of ranking through pairwise preferences has
been investigated in many fields, including information re-
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trieval [25], recommender systems [26], social opinions [27],
and so on. As the problem of obtaining the optimal global ranking is a well known non-deterministic polynomial-time hard
(NP-hard) problem called minimum feedback arc-set in tournaments (MFAST) [28], various approximation algorithms are
proposed to get the practical solution, such as Borda Count [29],
HodgeRank [30] and rank centrality [31]. Moreover, with the
development of machine learning, there come many rank algorithms based on learning, which are called “Learning to
Rank” (LTR) algorithms, such as RankSVM [32], [33] and
RankNet [34]. Because of the generalization ability of learning based methods, LTR algorithms are usually able to obtain
a practical ranking with fewer preferences than non-learning
based rank aggregation algorithms. However, the performance
of the LTR algorithms depends on the design of the features.
They are not suitable for the case when the aim of the subjective test is to obtain the gold-standard label for a newly studied
problem. For instance, in subjective IQA, if the aim is to get subjective quality of some kind of images, whose quality has not
been sufficiently studied, there can be no appropriate features
available to represent the quality of the new kind of images, and
LTR algorithms based on learning cannot not apply.
C. Active Sampling
As human comparison is cost and time consuming, fully comparing every pair of images in a large-scale dataset is often beyond the budget, and series of active sampling strategies are
proposed to reduce the number of preference labels required for
ranking. Several active ranking algorithms have proposed the
upper bound of the sampling complexity when regret of loss
exists. Ailon [35] proposed an algorithm that queries at most
O(ε−6 n log5 n) preference labels for a regret of ε times the
optimal loss. Jamieson et al. [36] reduced the sampling complexity to O(d log n), assuming each object is embedded into
a d-dimensional Euclidean space and that the rankings reflect
their relative distances from a common reference point in Rd .
The works of active sampling strategies are usually divided
into two categories. The first selects a pair of images that are
informative, and the second selects subjects that are reliable or
of high expertise. As far as we know, most works on active
sampling are designed for algorithms based on learning, which
is called active learning, while active sampling strategies applied
for non-learning based algorithms are rarely considered.
The strategy of selecting most informative samples in active
learning is usually driven by two measures, uncertainty measure
and information density measure. The uncertainty measure is an
“exploitation” strategy [11], [12], leading subjects to annotate
the samples near the boundary, which in return helps to refine
the boundary. The boundary here means the region in the sample
space that the learner is most uncertain about, such as the hyperplane in the problem of classification. The information density
measure is an “exploration” strategy [11], [12], leading subjects
to annotate samples in different regions of the sample space,
which helps to avoid incorrectly predicting samples in some
region. Defining the informativeness of each sample as one or a
combination of these two measures, a variety of active learning
strategies are successfully applied in different fields, including
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annotation [9], [37], recognition [13], [14], retrieval [38], etc.
Similarly, for the problem of ranking through preference, the
informativeness of a pair is defined in this way in some active
learning strategies as well. For instance, Chen et al. [15] defined the informativeness of each pair as the uncertainty of the
pair’s preference label based on the Bradley-Terry Model [39].
Liang et al. [10] combined the two measures in the ranking of
relative attribute, by selecting to compare samples of the lowest
margin, with the constraint that the selected two samples are
from different clusters. This work has considered the problem
of comparing two very similar images that are beyond subjects’
ability, and the constraint, which was a variant of information
density measure, can be partly used for solving this problem.
Another important strategy to reduce the number of needed
preference labels is to query reliable subjects. The prediction of
subjects’ reliability or expertise has been studied in many works.
Long et al. [17] modeled both the overall annotation noises and
the expertise level of each individual annotator, which helps
to find reliable annotator. Hua et al. [16] presented annotating
quality control of each annotator. For the problem of ranking
through preference, Chen [15] asked subjects to compare pairs
of large margins at the beginning of the test and evaluated the
reliability of subjects by calculating the consistency of each
subject’s answers with the final preference label.
Although the consideration of information density measure
can partly solve the problem of having subjects compare two
images that are too similar, such as Liang et al. [10], its effectiveness heavily depends on the information density measure
and the feature space it adopts, which implies that it is only
suited for ranking algorithms based on learning. Besides, the
previous active learning strategies rarely consider the difference between image pairs from the perspective of human vision
system (HVS), which introduces reliability problem for the subjective preference labels. Here the reliability is different from
the reliability of subjects in previous work [15]–[17]. They focus on the difference between subjects while we take subjects
as a group and focus on the credibility of the annotation for an
image pair given by this group according to the similarity of the
two images. By introducing reliability into an image pair’s informativeness, our proposed active sampling framework solves
the above problems. Furthermore, our method can be applied to
both LTR algorithms and non-learning based algorithms.
III. THE PROPOSED METHODS
A. Formulation
Suppose that the subjective image quality assessment task is
conducted on an image dataset, X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN }, where
there are N images, and xi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) represents an image in X. The goal of the subjective image quality assessment
task is to obtain the global ranking of all the images of X,
using a ranking through pairwise preference algorithm. Assume that for ∀xi ∈ X, the true quality score of xi is s(xi ),
representing xi ’s gold-standard quality, whose exact value is
unavailable with limited tests. Higher scores mean better qualities. Quality scores are calculated by the ranking algorithm
iteratively with the annotating task going on. The initial predic-

TABLE I
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE VARIABLES USED IN THIS PAPER
Variable
X
N
xi
C
s(xi )
st (xi )
n ti j
ni j
M Rt

M
Rt
I(xi , xj )
R(xi , xj , n)
ΔR(xi , xj , n)
ΔR t (xi , xj )
Ir (xi , xj , n)
ΔIr (xi , xj , n)
ΔIrt (xi , xj )
P c (xi , xj )
P d (xi , xj )
JND
λ, k
I 0 (xi , xj )
Vi j
V inj
M

Description
X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } is the image set for quality
assessment.
The number of the images in the image set X .
An image in the image set X (1 ≤ i ≤ N ).
The set of all the image pairs that are comparable.
The true quality score of image X i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ).
The estimated quality score of image xi after the tth
round of the test.
The number of times that image xi is annotated better
than xj after the tth round of the test.
The number of times that image xi is annotated better
than xj .
The miss ratio of the test after the tth round of the test
An approximation of M R t used in the real application.
The informativeness of image pair (xi , xj ).
The reliability of image pair (xi , xj )’s preference label
with n comparisons.
The reliability gain of image pair (xi , xj )’s preference
label with n comparisons, if it is to be compared one more
time.
The reliability gain of image pair (xi , xj )’s preference
label if it is to be compared one more time in the tth
round.
The reliable informativeness of image pair (xi , xj ) when
it is compared n times.
The reliable informativeness gain of image pair (xi , xj )’s
preference label with n comparisons, if it is to be
comparedone more time.
The reliable informativeness gain of image pair (xi , xj )’s
preference label, if it is to be compared one more timein
the tth round.
The probability that a subject provides the correct
preference label of image pair (xi , xj ).
The probability that a subject is able to distinguish the
quality difference of image pair (xi , xj ).
Just Noticeable Difference, the minimum quality
difference that subjects can distinguish.
The two coefficients of Weibull Distribution.
A general measure of informativeness of image pair
(xi , xj ).
A random variable indicating the correctness of a
subject’s preference answer of image pair (xi , xj ).
The percentage of correct answers among n comparisons
of xi and xj .
The minimum number of a good representative of all the
potential subjects.

tion of s(xi ), denoted as s0 (xi ), is set according to the ranking
algorithm applied. In each round of the test, a pair of two images, xi and xj , are selected for comparison, and subjects are
supposed to provide a binary answer, xi better than xj or xi
worse than xj , which is regarded as a preference label. The
evaluation criteria of images is set according to the aim of the
annotating task. Usually in image quality assessment [40], and
also in our later experiments, an image is more preferred than
another when the image is better in quality, which means that it
is clearer and less distorted. With this new preference label, the
values of images’ quality scores are updated through the ranking algorithm applied. Assume that st (xi ) is the value of image
xi ’s quality score generated from a preference aggregation algorithm (e.g., Bradley-Terry model [39]) after the tth round, when
t preference labels have been collected. The variables to be used
in this paper are shown in Table I.
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Our goal is to design an active sampling strategy to reduce
the number of pairwise comparisons needed as much as possible, without decreasing the accuracy of the global ranking. The
strategy’s performance is evaluated by measuring two parameters: the number of pairwise comparisons queried, and the miss
ratio (MR). MR is the percentage of mismatched pairs between
the subjective comparison results and global rankings. The miss
ratio after the tth round of the test is defined as follows where
minimization is the goal of our strategy [41]:

t
(x i ,x j )∈C mis (xi , xj )
t
(1)
MR =
Card(C)
⎧
⎨ 1s(x i )≥s(x j ) , if st (xi ) < st (xj )
t
mis (xi , xj ) = 1s(x i )≤s(x j ) , if st (xi ) > st (xj )
(2)
⎩
1s(x i )= s(x j ) , if st (xi ) = st (xj )

1, if f (·) = true
(3)
1f (·) =
0, if f (·) = f alse
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where n is the number of times that the images xi and xj have
been compared. nij is the number of times that xi is preferred
to xj among the n comparisons, while nj i is the number of
times that xj is preferred to xi . The first term in the right of
(4) represents the probability that the quality of xi is better than
xj and that n comparisons offer the correct preference label by
majority voting. The second and the third terms in the right of
(4) represent the probabilities in a similar way. Therefore, as
the sum of these three terms, the reliability R(xi , xj , n) is the
probability that n comparisons can offer the correct preference
label of image pair (xi , xj ) by majority voting.
With the informativeness I(xi , xj ) and the reliability
R(xi , xj , n) defined, there comes the reliable informativeness
Ir , shown as
Ir (xi , xj , n) = R(xi , xj , n) × I(xi , xj ).

(5)

where C is the set of all the image pairs that are comparable and
Card(C) represents the cardinality of the set C. 1 is the indicator function indicating if the judgement f (·) equals to true.
Specifically, the definition of C depends on the annotating task.
For example, in most image quality assessment experiments
based on images’ distortion such as TID2013 [40], only the images of the same content are to be compared, in which case, C =
{(xi , xj )| 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N , xi and xj are of the same content.}.
mist (xi , xj ) represents whether the predicted score function
values st (xi ) and st (xj ) correctly show the relative qualities of
xi and xj . And M Rt is a measure of s and st ’s rank correlation. It can be seen as the percentage of the image pairs whose
preference labels are not correctly predicted after tth round of
the test among the image pairs in C. The smaller M Rt is, the
higher s and st are rank correlated. The ideal value of M Rt is 0,
which means that the global ranking of all the images according
to their predicted quality score st , is totally the same as their
true global quality ranking according to s.

When the preference label of image pair (xi , xj ) is correct,
the informativeness it contains can be fully obtained, which is
I(xi , xj ). Otherwise, we assume that the informativeness it contains cannot be obtained at all, which is 0. Therefore, the reliable
informativeness Ir (xi , xj , n) can be seen as the expectation of
the available informativeness of image pair (xi , xj ), when xi
and xj are compared n times. In previous work [10]–[15], subjects are usually assumed to be always able to provide the correct label if they are attentive, which means R(xi , xj , n) = 1.
Under this assumption, Ir = I, and the informativeness used
in the previous work can be seen as a special case of our reliable informativeness. Our proposed active sampling strategy
is designed based on maximizing reliable informativeness Ir ,
rather than informativeness I. In this way, our strategy is able
to adjust the effort spent on different image pairs, and to avoid
having subjects compare two images that are too similar to distinguish, which will be concretely illustrated in Section III-E.
The estimation of reliability R and the selection of informativeness I are to be introduced respectively in Section III-C and
Section III-D.

B. Reliable Informativeness

C. Estimating Reliability

Different image pairs contain different amount of information. For image pair (xi , xj ), the amount of information it contains can be presented as its informativeness I(xi , xj ), similar
to the concept of informativeness in previous work [10]–[15].
To get the correct preference label of an image pair, the image
pair is supposed to be compared several times, and then the
final preference label is obtained by majority voting. However,
with a limited number of comparisons, it is difficult to guarantee
the correctness of the final preference label. Thus, we introduce
the reliability of an image pair’s preference label, which is the
probability that a certain number of comparisons offer the correct preference label of an image pair by majority voting. The
accurate definition of the reliability R is as

1) Reliability Calculating: As it makes no sense to compare
two images that are totally the same, we assume that any two of
the images in X are not the same. When an image pair has been
compared an odd number of times, its reliability R defined as (4)
can be calculated as the probability that the number of correct
answers is larger than that of the wrong among n comparisons.
Therefore, when n is odd, R(xi , xj , n) can be calculated as

R(xi , xj , n)
= P (s(xi ) > s(xj ), nij > nj i |nij + nj i = n)
+ P (s(xi ) < s(xj ), nij < nj i |nij + nj i = n)
+ P (s(xi ) = s(xj ), nij = nj i |nij + nj i = n)

(4)

a≤n

n
(1 − Pc (xi , xj ))n −a Pc (xi , xj )a
a
a> n −a
(6)
where Pc (xi , xj ) is the probability that a subject provides the
correct preference label when comparing images xi and xj , and
a is the number of correct answers among n pairwise comparisons, which should be larger than the number of wrong answers
n − a.
When an image pair has been compared an even number
of times, which means n = 2m, it is vague to deal with the
condition that nij = nj i , because majority voting does not
R(xi , xj , n) =
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work. Since R(xi , xj , n) is expected to be smooth with n
increasing, here we simply approximate R(xi , xj , 2m) as the
average of R(xi , xj , 2m − 1) and R(xi , xj , 2m + 1). When an
image pair has never been compared, the preference label has
to be randomly set, in which case, the reliability is 12 . Therefore,
the entire calculation of the reliability can be formulated as
R(xi , xj , n)
⎧
1
⎪
⎪
2,
⎨
n 
a≤n
n −a
=
Pc (xi , xj )a ,
a> n −a a (1 − Pc (xi , xj ))
⎪

⎪
⎩ R(x , x , n − 1) + R(x , x , n + 1)/2,
i

j

i

j

n=0
n is odd
otherwise.
(7)

(8)

According to the theory of Just Noticeable Difference
(JND)[18], people are able to tell the difference between two
images only when the difference between them exceeds some
threshold. Therefore, a subject is able to distinguish the relative
qualities of xi and xj only when the quality difference between
them, |s(xi ) − s(xj )|, exceeds the threshold of JND. Here we
take JND as a variant, and Pd (xi , xj ) can be calculated as
Pd (xi , xj ) = P (JND < |s(xi ) − s(xj )|).

P (JND < |s(xi ) − s(xj )|) = FWeibull (|s(xi ) − s(xj )|)
= 1 − e−(|s(x i )−s(x j )|/λ)

As for the computation of Pc (xi , xj ), Pd (xi , xj ) will be used,
which is the probability that a subject is able to distinguish
the relative qualities of xi and xj . When a subject is able to
distinguish two images, we assume that he/she will provide
the correct answer, which means that the probability that the
label is correct is 1. Otherwise, when a subject is not able to
distinguish two images, he/she will randomly provide a binary
answer with 12 probability to be correct. Therefore, Pc (xi , xj )
can be calculated as
1
Pc (xi , xj ) = Pd (xi , xj ) × 1 + (1 − Pd (xi , xj )) ×
2
= (1 + Pd (xi , xj ))/2.

simulated as the process that a product fails with time going
on. And here JND can be treated as the life time of a product, if
quality difference is treated as the time. Above all, the JND can
be modeled as

(9)

2) JND Modeling: According to (6)–(9), the key of calculating R is to obtain the distribution of JND. The first thought of
modeling JND is to use Gaussian distribution, since there are no
prior assumptions about JND. Assume that JND obeys a Gaussian distribution, which means JND ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ). μ and σ are
the mean value and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution respectively. Thus, according to (8) and (9), Pc (xi , xj ) =
|s(x )−s(x )|−μ
(1 + Pd (xi , xj ))/2 = 12 + 12 Φ( i σ j
), where Φ(·) is
the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Therefore,
Pc (xi , xj ) → 12 + 12 Φ(− σμ ) > 12 , when |s(xi ) − s(xj )| → 0.
This is inconsistent with the fact because |s(xi ) − s(xj )| → 0
means that images xi and xj are very similar, in which case,
subjects can only randomly provide a preference label, leading to Pc (xi , xj ) → 12 . Therefore, Gaussian distribution is not
a good choice theoretically.
To better model the distribution of JND, we introduce the
Weibull distribution [42] in our work, which is the most commonly used distribution for modeling reliability. The Weibull
distribution can model the life time of different products. Here
the scenario that the quality difference between two images
becomes visible with quality difference increasing, can be

k

(10)

where λ and k are coefficients of Weibull distribution.
Combining (8), (9) and (10), we arrive at the expression of
Pc as
1
k
Pc (xi , xj ) = 1 − e−(|s(x i )−s(x j )|/λ) .
2

(11)

Therefore, Pc (xi , xj ) can be estimated, once the two coefficients
λ and k are estimated. From (11), we can see that when images
xi and xj are very similar, which means |s(xi ) − s(xj )| → 0,
subjects can only randomly provide a preference label, as they
can hardly tell the relative qualities between xi and xj . In such
cases, Pc (xi , xj ) → 12 . When images xi and xj differ a lot
in quality, which means |s(xi ) − s(xj )| → +∞, subjects can
very easily tell the preference between the two images. In that
case, subjects can surely provide a correct preference label, and
Pc (xi , xj ) → 1.
3) Coefficients Training: As illustrated above, for an image
pair (xi , xj ), there exists a relation between |s(xi ) − s(xj )|
and Pc (xi , xj ) as (11). Therefore, the coefficients λ and k of
the Weibull distribution can be obtained by curve fitting over a
number of (|s(xi ) − s(xj )|, Pc (xi , xj )) pairs.
As for the calculation of the quality difference |s(xi ) −
s(xj )|, since the true quality score s(xi ) and s(xj ) are not
available, we can approximate them with st (xi ) and st (xj ) in
the (t + 1)th round of the test, which are the estimated values
of xi and xj ’s quality scores.
As for the calculation of the probability Pc (xi , xj ), it can
be treated as a frequency problem. Defined as the probability
that one subject provides the correct answer, Pc (xi , xj ) can be
calculated as the percentage of the correct answers among all
the comparison answers provided by all the potential subjects.
As we cannot afford to have all the potential subjects compare
an image pair, we select a set of subjects to represent all the
potential subjects. Assume that a randomly selected and big
enough subject set can be a good representative of all the potential subjects. In that case, Pc (xi , xj ) can be calculated as
the percentage of the correct answers among all the comparison answers provided by the representative subjects. Recall that
nij represents the number of subjects that prefer image xi to xj ,
while nj i represents the number of subjects that prefer image xj
to xi . As Pc (xi , xj ) ≥ 1/2 according to (8), the majority of the
nij + nj i will provide the correct answers. Thus, the number of
the correct answers among the totally nij + nj i comparisons is
max{nij , nj i }. Therefore, Pc (xi , xj ) can be calculated as
Pc (xi , xj ) =

max{nij , nj i }
.
nij + nj i

(12)

To verify whether JND obeys Weibull distribution in statistics, we use it to predict Pc of all the image pairs in Database1
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which comes to the variance of Vijn
V ar(Vijn ) =

Fig. 4. Each small black point in this figure represents the average P c of all
the image pairs of a certain quality difference. The red full line and the blue
dotted line respectively represent the curves fitting all these points by Weibull
distribution and Gaussian distribution. The points representing the three image
pairs in Fig. 3, (a) low similarity (blue diamond), (b) medium similarity (pink
pentagram). (c) high similarity (green triangle), are shown in the figure as well.

introduced in Section IV-A. The RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) is 0.167. To make a comparison, we have also tried Gaussian
distribution, in which case, the RMSE is 0.211. Therefore, we
can see that Weibull distribution predicts Pc better than Gaussian. Fig. 4 shows the two curves that fit the quality difference
and the Pc of image pairs in Database1 with Weibull distribution
and Gaussian distribution respectively. The points representing
the three image pairs in Fig. 3 are also shown in Fig. 4. Each of
these image pairs has been compared 24 times.
We call an image pair that is compared by a good representative of all the potential subjects a sufficiently compared
image pair. The values of coefficients λ and k are iteratively
updated with the number of the sufficiently compared image
pairs increasing as the testing rounds go on. If there exist
some sufficiently compared image pairs before the test, they
can be used for pretraining the initial values of coefficients λ
and k.
4) Sufficient Comparison: In real applications, we assume
that an image pair is sufficiently compared if it is compared by
at least a certain number (M ) of randomly selected subjects. As
for the value of M , we set M = 5 in our work. Assume that
Vij is a random variable indicating the correctness of a subject’s
preference answer, defined as
Vij =

1, if a subject provides the correct preference of xi and xj
0, if a subject provides the wrong preference of xi and xj .
(13)
Thus, Vij follows Bernoulli distribution, and the variance of Vij
is
V ar(Vij ) = Pc (xi , xj ) × (1 − Pc (xi , xj )).

(14)

Assume that Vijn is the percentage of correct answers among n
comparisons of xi and xj . Thus
Vijn =

1
n

n

Vij
i=1

(15)

1
1
Pc (xi , xj ) × (1 − Pc (xi , xj )) ≤
.
n
4n

(16)

Therefore, when n ≥ 5, V ar(Vijn ) ≤ 0.05, which means that
M = 5 subjects can be a quite good representative of all the
potential subjects.
To verify the correctness of setting M = 5, an experiment is
made on Database1. We randomly select 5 comparisons of each
image pair from the 24 comparisons, with which we can calculate the Pc of each image pair according to (12), represented as
(5)
Pc . And with the totally 24 comparisons, we can calculate the
(24)
Pc of each image pair, represented as Pc . The MSE (Mean
(5)
(24)
is 0.0127, which shows that the
Square Error) of Pc and Pc
(n )
value of Pc does not change much with n increasing from 5
to 24. Based on the above two observations, we think M = 5 is
a reasonable choice in our experiment.
D. Selecting Informativeness
The informativeness of an image pair xi and xj , I(xi , xj ),
represents the image pair’s worth for comparison on the assumption that subjects are to provide correct preference labels.
There are various designs of informativeness measures as discussed in Section II-C. The existing informativeness measures
are usually a combination of uncertainty measures and information density measures, which means that they are a trade-off
between exploration and exploitation. Some of them are designed for annotating tasks like classification and recognition,
instead of ranking. However, taking pairwise comparison as
binary classification, these measures still work for many LTR
algorithms like RankSVM [32], [33]. Above all, most of the
informativeness measures designed in previous works can be
an option for the informativeness measure of image pairs in the
subjective IQA problem.
However, as the above informativeness measures are initially
designed for the algorithms based on learning, it is difficult
to apply them into IQA tests based on non-learning ranking
algorithms, which are not rare, especially when there are no
features or learners suitable for the quality assessment task. To
make our active sampling strategies work in these scenarios, we
design a general measure of informativeness, I 0 , shown as
I 0 (xi , xj ) = − Pc (xi , xj ) log Pc (xi , xj )
− (1 − Pc (xi , xj )) log(1 − Pc (xi , xj )). (17)
A subject will provide the correct answer of the image pair
(xi , xj ) with the probability of Pc (xi , xj ), and the wrong answer
with the probability of 1 − Pc (xi , xj ). Thus written as the form
of entropy, I 0 (xi , xj ) is the average amount of information contained in the image pair (xi , xj ). Note that as calculated in (11),
Pc (xi , xj ) increases from 0.5 to 1 when the quality difference
|s(xi ) − s(xj )| increases from 0 to +∞. Therefore, I 0 (xi , xj )
increases with the decreasing of |s(xi ) − s(xj )|, which means
that the closer two images’ qualities are, the more informativeness the image pair is. From another point of view, I 0 (xi , xj )
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The whole process of the subjective test with the active sampling strategy applied can be described as Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct IQA experiments based on three ranking through
preference algorithms, which are Bradley-Terry model [39]
HodgeRank [23], [24] and RankSVM [32], [33]. In each experiment based on one ranking algorithm, we compare the performances of the conventional active sampling strategies and the
proposed strategy where preference labels’ reliability is considered. The results of the experiments show that taking preference
labels’ reliability into consideration makes a notable contribution to reducing sampling scale without decreasing the accuracy.
A. Database

shows the subject’s uncertainty on the image pair’s relative quality, as the larger Pc (xi , xj ) is, the smaller I 0 (xi , xj ) is.
E. Active Sampling
Our active sampling strategy is based on reliable informativeness Ir as (5). In each round of the test, instead of comparing
the image pair of the maximum informativeness as the previous
work, we choose to compare the image pair of the maximum
reliable informativeness gain. Suppose images xi and xj have
been compared n times. If they are to be compared one more
time, which is the (n + 1)th time, their expected reliable informativeness gain, ΔIr (xi , xj , n) can be defined as
ΔIr (xi , xj , n) = Ir (xi , xj , n + 1) − Ir (xi , xj , n)
= ΔR(xi , xj , n) × I(xi , xj )
ΔR(xi , xj , n) = R(xi , xj , n + 1) − R(xi , xj , n)

(18)
(19)

where n is the number of times that images xi and xj have been
compared, and ΔR(xi , xj , n) represents the reliability gain.
Therefore, in the tth round of the test, the image pair to be
selected for comparison is (xi ∗ , xj ∗ ), as
(i∗ , j ∗ ) = arg max(x i ,x j )∈C ΔIrt (xi , xj )
ΔIrt (xi , xj ) = ΔRt (xi , xj ) × I(xi , xj )

(20)
(21)

t−1
ΔRt (xi , xj ) = R(xi , xj , nt−1
ij + nj i + 1)
t−1
− R(xi , xj , nt−1
ij + nj i )

(22)

where nt−1
ij represents the number of times that xi is preferred
to xj in the first t − 1 rounds of the test, while nt−1
j i represents
the number of times that xj is preferred to xi in the first t − 1
rounds of the test.

To conduct the evaluation experiment, we collect four
databases with preference judgements for IQA problems. 1)
Database1 contains 28 images from LIVE database [43], which
are all from the same reference image “womanhat”, and of 5
distortion types (fastfading, Gaussian blur, JPEG compression,
JPEG2000 compression and white noise) and 5 to 6 distortion
levels for each distortion type. We make an online pairwise test
on the database, and each pair of the images is compared 24
times by different subjects. 2) Database2 contains 104 images
from TID2013 database [40]. The 104 images are divided into
4 groups. Each group is from the same reference image. And
the four reference images of the four groups are respectively
marked as “I05”, “I10”, “I18” and “I19” in TID2013. Each
group contains the reference image and 25 distorted images of 5
distortion types (additive Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, JPEG
compression, JPEG2000 compression and contrast change) and
5 distortion levels. We make an online pairwise test on the
database, and each pair of the images in the same group is compared 9 times. 3) Database3 is from [23]. It contains 240 images
from LIVE database [43] and IVC database [44], and is divided
into 15 groups. Each group is from the same reference image,
but of different distortion types and distortion levels. And each
pair of images in the same group are compared at least 4 times.
4) Database4 is from [4]. It contains 120 images, including 20
undistorted reference images and 100 distorted images derived
from the 20 reference images. Every pair of the 120 images are
compared 5 times.
Part of the reference images of the databases are as shown in
Fig. 5. We can see that all the databases together contain various
kinds of images.
Subjective Test: The subjective test results of Database3 and
Database4 are kindly offered by the authors of previous work [4],
[23], who made the subjective IQA tests on crowdsourcing
platforms. Database3 collected 23097 preference judgements
from 186 subjects, while Database4 collected 35700 preference judgements from 195 subjects. The subjective tests on
Database1 and Database2 are conducted by ourselves on an online crowdsourcing platform we establish. The testing process
is as follows, which is similar to that in [23]. We establish a
website for online subjective tests, whose main web interface
for the test is shown in Fig. 6. At the beginning of the test, the
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Fig. 5. Part of the reference images of the databases, showing the variety of
the reference images.
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complete pairwise comparisons into global scores with BradleyTerry model [39]. The generated global scores can be regarded
as the “gold-standard scores”.
There is one concern on taking the “gold-standard scores”
above as the ground-truth, for they are estimated from limited
pairwise comparisons. A new evaluation measure, miss ratio
(MR), is proposed to avoid this concern. Defined as (1), it is the
percentage of the image pairs whose preference labels are not
correctly predicted after the tth round of the test among all the
image pairs in C, similar to that in [23].
As the true quality score s(xi ) is unknown to us, M Rt in (1)
cannot be calculated directly. Therefore, in real application, we

use an approximation of it, M
Rt , as


M
Rt =

(x i ,x j )∈C

t (xi , xj )
mis

Card(C)

⎧
nij
⎪
,
⎪
⎪
⎪
n
+ nj i
ij
⎨
nj i
t (xi , xj ) =
mis
,
⎪
⎪
n
⎪ ij + nj i
⎪
⎩1
|n i j −n j i |>  ,

Fig. 6. Web interface of the subjective test. Subjects provide their preference
judgements by clicking on the image that they prefer to the other. And they can
terminate the test whenever they like by clicking on the button “Exit”.

guidance of what image is better in quality is shown to the subject. And in our experiments, an image in higher level of quality
means that it is clearer and less distorted. In each round of the
test, two images derived from the same reference are randomly
selected and shown side by side on the screen. Subjects finish
the annotating task on their own personal computers (no mobile
devices) through the Internet. It means that the testing environment is not strictly controlled, and varies with the subject. The
subjects provide their preference judgements by clicking on the
image that they prefer to the other. After their clicking, another
two images are shown on the screen, and the test process goes
on. Subjects are paid to do the test, and they can stop and restart
the test whenever they would like. 33 subjects are involved in
the test, 6 of which are researchers or students in the multimedia
field. There are 18 males and 15 females among them, and their
ages range from 18 to 48. Finally we collect 9072 judgements on
Database1 and 11700 judgements on Database2. Each subject
judges about 450 image pairs on average.
B. Evaluation Measure
The performance of IQA algorithms is usually evaluated by
the correlation coefficients between the estimated scores and
the gold-standard scores, for example Spearman rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) and Kendall rank correlation coefficient
(KRCC) [40]. However, as our experiments are based on pairwise comparisons, and no directly available quality scores can
be used as gold-standard scores. In that case, we transform the

(23)

if st (xi ) < st (xj )
if st (xi ) > st (xj )

(24)

if st (xi ) = st (xj )

where C = {(xi , xj )| 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N , xi and xj are of the same
content.}, and nij is the total number of times that xi is preferred
to xj in the databases we conduct experiments on, while nj i is
the total number of times that xj is preferred to xi . 1f (·) is the
indicator function as defined in (3).  is a threshold, which we
set as 1 here. It means that when st (xi ) = st (xj ), nij and nj i
should be very close. Defined as the percentage of preference
t (xi , xj ) is an
labels that disagree with the quality score st , mis
t
approximation of mis (xi , xj ) in (2).
C. Evaluation Experiments
To test the performance of the proposed active sampling strategy, we simulate the subjective IQA experiment by repeatedly
and randomly sampling from real judgements collected in the
above four databases. To be more specific, for an image pair xi
and xj in the databases, the preference label provided by one
subject in one query is xi better than xj with a probability of
nij
nj i
n i j +n j i , and xj better than xi with a probability of n i j +n j i .
According to the scenario whether the feature space of the
test images is known, different rank aggregation algorithms
are applied in the subjective test. We compared our proposed
active sampling strategy with other sampling strategies under
these two different scenarios.
1) Experiments Based on Bradley-Terry and HodgeRank: In
the scenario where the feature space of the test images is unknown, only the ranking algorithm that is not based on learning
can be applied, such as Bradley-Terry [39] and HodgeRank [23].
To simulate this scenario, we conduct two IQA tests based on
Bradley-Terry model and online HodgeRank respectively.
Bradley-Terry model [39] is a widely used probability model
that can predict the outcome of a comparison, which can be
used to generate quality scores through pairwise comparisons.
For images xi and xj , the probability that xi is better than xj is
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modeled as
P (xi is better than xj ) =

s(x i )

e
.
es(x i ) + es(x j )

(25)

The values of the quality scores s(·) can be calculated with
maximum likelihood estimation.
HodgeRank is a general framework to decompose pairwise
comparison data on graphs into three orthogonal components:
global ranking, local inconsistency and global inconsistency.
When it is used for subjective multimedia quality assessment,
the global quality score s is estimated by the following least
square problem
(nij + nj i )(s(xi ) − s(xj ) − Yij )2

min
s

(26)

(x i ,x j )∈C

where
Yij =

nij − nj i
.
nij + nj i

(27)

And the online version of HodgeRank is illustrated in [23].
The IQA experiment based on Bradley-Terry model or
HodgeRank aims to obtain the subjective qualities of all the
images in Database1, Database2 and Database3, containing totally 374 images. We apply IQA tests on every group of images from the same reference image in Database1, Database2
and Database3 respectively. Therefore, there are 20 groups of
images tested in total. And Database4 is used to pre-train the
coefficients λ and k of (11). As Bradley-Terry and HodgeRank are not based on learning, most active learning strategies
can not be applied. Thus, we use the margin of an image pair,
which is the difference between two images’ quality scores, to
measure an image pair’s informativeness. The lower the margin
between two images’ quality scores is, the more informative the
image pair is. We call this measure of informativeness as “LM”.
Our general measure of informativeness, I 0 , as described in
Section III-D, is also another form of “LM”. It is because I 0 is
monotonically decreasing with the margin between two images
increasing. I 0 and “LM” measure image pairs’ informativeness
in the same way. And the result is the same if we replace “LM”
with I 0 , except the computational complexity. Therefore, by
comparing the performance of a sampling strategy purely based
on “LM”, and the performance of our proposed sampling strategy using I 0 as the informativeness measure, the value of taking
reliability into consideration can be proved.
We have compared the following 8 sampling strategies.
1) Ours1, I 0 (LM), without-pretraining: The sampling strategy is based on the proposed method of reliable informativeness. The informativeness measure is set to the default
option, I 0 , as described in Section III-D, which can be
regarded as a new form of “LM”. “without-pretraining”
means that there are no additional existing data to pre-train
the coefficients λ and k in the model of reliability.
2) Ours2, I 0 (LM), with-pretraining: The same as sampling
strategy A, only with the exception that the coefficients λ
and k are pre-trained with the data of Database4.
3) Ours3, only Reliability: Selecting the image pair of
the maximum reliability gain each time, regardless of

informativeness measure. As the experiments show that
whether the coefficients λ and k are pre-trained has little influence on the performance of this method, we only
show the performance without pretraining.
4) Random: In each round of the test, two images are randomly selected to be compared one time.
5) LM, n = 1: In each round of the test, the two images of
the lowest margin are selected to be compared one time,
and once the two images have been compared, they will
never be selected again.
6) LM, n = 3, without-replacement: In each round of the test,
the two images of the lowest margin are selected to be
compared by three subjects. And majority voting is used
to decide its final preference label. “without-replacement”
means that once the two images are selected in one round
of the test, it will never be selected in other rounds.
7) LM, n = 3, with-replacement: In each round of the test,
the two images of the lowest margin are selected to be
compared one time. And any image pair will be selected
at most 3 times.
8) Ye [4], This method is from the work of Ye et al. [4].
The original method is a combination of CR test and PC
test. Here we simplify the original method and only PC
test is applied. Note that in this method the PC results are
transformed into quality scores with a Bayesian approach
of the original method itself, rather than Bradley-Terry
model or HodgeRank.
Figs. 7 and 8 respectively present the performance of
the above sampling strategies with Bradley-Terry model and
HodgeRank. Both experiments are repeated 500 times. As the
tests are conducted on 20 groups of images, the performances
in Figs. 7 and 8 are respectively an average of the performances
on the 20 groups. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 8(a) show the SRCC of
generated global quality scores increasing with the accumulation of preference labels. Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 8(b) evaluate the
performances with KRCC. Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 8(c) show the miss
ratio (MR) of global quality scores decreasing with the accumulation of preference labels. Please note that the yellow star
curves in Figs. 7 and 8 are the same, for “H: Ye [4]” uses its own
approach for preference aggregation, rather than Bradley-Terry
or HodgeRank. The figures of SRCC, KRCC, and MR show
similar relative performances of different sampling strategies.
From both of the three evaluating measures, we can tell that:
1) Most active sampling strategies outperform random sampling. It shows that the appropriate application of active
sampling is able to improve the performance compared
with random sampling.
2) Having each selected image pair compared by an equivalent and fixed number of times is not wise. Sampling
strategies E and F represent the sampling strategies where
each selected image pair is compared by an equivalent
number of times. Here, the number is set as 1 in E, and
3 in F. As E outperforms F in the beginning of the test,
while F obtains a lower MR than E does in the end, it
shows that having each image pair compared multiple
times makes a contribution to the accuracy in the long
term, while comparing each image pair fewer times can
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Fig. 7. These four figures show the performances of the eight different sampling strategies. The first seven sampling strategies (A-G) work with BradleyTerry model as the preference aggregation algorithm, while the sampling strategy of H [4] is an independent method using a Bayesian approach of itself for
preference aggregation. The plot in (a) evaluates the performances with SRCC.
The plot in (b) evaluates the performances with KRCC. The plots in (c) and (d)
evaluate the performances with miss ratio (MR). (a) SRCC. (b) KRCC. (c) Miss
Ratio. (d) Variance of MR.
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Fig. 8. These four figures show the performances of the eight different sampling strategies. The first seven sampling strategies (A-G) work with HodgeRank
as the preference aggregation algorithm, while the sampling strategy of H [4]
is an independent method using a Bayesian approach of itself for preference
aggregation. The plot in (a) evaluates the performances with SRCC. The plot
in (b) evaluates the performances with KRCC. The plots in (c) and (d) evaluate
the performances with miss ratio (MR). (a) SRCC. (b) KRCC. (c) Miss Ratio.
(d) Variance of MR.
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decrease the MR fast in the early steps of the test. This
means that adaptively adjusting the number of times each
image pair compared can be an effective way to improve
the performance. Sampling strategy G, which only sets
the upper bound of the times that each image pairs are
compared, can be seen as a simple way of the adjustment.
As G outperforms E and F on the whole, it proves that the
adjustment is effective for an active sampling strategy.
3) Our idea of adjusting subjects’ effort on different image
pairs by introducing reliability makes sense. With the reliability of preference labels considered, we can see that our
proposed active sampling strategies A and B significantly
outperform the strategies only based on informativeness.
Besides, with only reliability considered, method C performs quite well. It proves that reliability is an important
issue in IQA problem.
4) In our proposed strategy, the pretraining of the coefficients
λ and k can speed up the ranking in the early steps. We
can tell it from the fact that sampling strategy B outperforms A. This is because the pretraining of the coefficients
helps to estimate the labels’ reliability when there are not
enough labels available. It proves the effect of introducing
reliability in another way.
As for the stability, our methods are at least not worse than the
others. Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 8(d) show the variance of MR across
500 trials for all the sampling strategies with Bradley-Terry
model and HodgeRank. We can see that our strategy with pretrained coefficients, B, is of the lowest variance. The variance
of our strategy without pre-trained coefficients, A, is similar
with that of Ye et al.’s method H, and lower than the left D,
E, F and G. The variance of B is low, because the pretraining
of the coefficients leads to an accurate estimation of reliability
in the early steps of the test, which makes a contribution to
adjusting the effort spent on each image pair. As for the sampling
strategy A, the inaccurate estimation in the early steps makes
its performance diverse. The comparison of variance proves the
stability of our strategy, especially when there are additional
existing data for pretraining.
2) Experiments Based on RankSVM: In the scenario that
the feature space of the test images is known, ranking algorithms based on learning can be used. To simulate this scenario,
we make an IQA experiment based on linear RankSVM [33],
[45]. We adopt the L2 regularization and L2 loss linear
RankSVM formulation to learn the quality score function
s(x; ω) = ω T x shown in (28). Given P = {(xi , xj )|1 ≤ i, j ≤
N, s(xi ) > s(xj )} as the constraints set according to the
preference labels
1
min ω T ω + γ
ω 2

max(0, 1 − ω T (xi − xj ))2

(28)

(x i ,x j )∈P

where ω is the linear model parameter and γ > 0 is a regularization parameter, and xi represents the feature vector of image
xi . The optimal model parameters are learned through Newton’s
method [45].
As the experiments on Bradley-Terry model and HodgeRank,
we apply the algorithm on every group of images from the
same reference image in Database1, Database2 and Database3

respectively. Therefore, there are 20 groups of images tested
in total. And Database4 is used to pretrain the values of the
coefficients λ and k in (11). For the representation of each
image, we adopt the 12-dimension feature of Spatial-Spectral
Entropy-based Quality (SSEQ) index [46].
In the IQA test based on RankSVM, we adopt two measures of informativeness, “LM” and “DLM”. “LM” is defined
the same as the experiments based on Bradley-Terry model and
HodgeRank in Section IV-C1. The performances of the sampling strategies with “LM” as the informativeness measure are
shown in Fig. 9. “DLM” [10] is another measure of informativeness. Compared to “LM”, it introduces diversity constraints
by requiring that the two images for comparison should be from
different clusters. The cluster here is a result of conducting
K-means [47] on the images features. The performances of the
sampling strategies with “DLM” as the informativeness measure
are shown in Fig. 10. The concrete definition of the 8 sampling
strategies compared in Fig. 10 is as follows.
1) Ours1, I 0 (DLM), without-pretraining: The same as the
strategy used in the experiments in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, with
the exception that the two selected images are required
to be from two different clusters. “without-pretraining”
means that there are no additional existing data to pretrain the coefficients λ and k in the model of reliability.
2) Ours2, I 0 (DLM), with-pretraining: The same as A, only
with the exception that the coefficients λ and k are pretrained with the data of Database4.
3) Ours3, Diversity & Reliability: The same as the sampling
strategy of C in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, with the exception that
the two selected images are required to be from two different clusters. As the experiments show that whether the
coefficients λ and k are pre-trained has little influence on
the performance of this method, we only show the performance without pretraining.
4) Random: The same as that in the experiments shown in
Figs. 7 and 8.
5) DLM, n = 1: In each round of the test, the two images
from two different clusters, the margin between whose
quality scores is the lowest, are selected to be compared
one time, and once the two images have been compared,
they will never be selected again.
6) DLM, n = 3, without-replacement: In each round of the
test, the two images from two different clusters, the margin between whose quality scores is the lowest, are selected to be compared by three subjects. And majority
voting is used to decide its final preference label. “withoutreplacement” means that once the two images are selected
in one round of the test, it will never be selected in other
rounds.
7) DLM, n = 3, with-replacement: In each round of the test,
the two images from two clusters, the margin between
whose quality scores is the lowest, are selected to be compared one time. And any two images will be selected at
most 3 times.
8) Ye [4]: The same as that in the experiments shown in
Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
Figs. 9 and 10 respectively present the performances of the
sampling strategies using “LM” and “DLM” as the measure
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Fig. 9. These four figures show the performances of the eight different sampling strategies. The first seven sampling strategies (A-G) work with RankSVM
as the preference aggregation algorithm, and “LM” as the informativeness measure. The sampling strategy of H [4] is an independent method using a Bayesian
approach of itself for preference aggregation. The plot in (a) evaluates the performances with SRCC. The plot in (b) evaluates the performances with KRCC.
The plot in (c) and (d) evaluate the performances with miss ratio (MR). (a)
SRCC. (b) KRCC. (c) Miss Ratio. (d) Variance of MR.
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Fig. 10. These four figures show the performances of the eight different sampling strategies. The first seven sampling strategies (A-G) work with RankSVM
as the preference aggregation algorithm, and “DLM” as the informativeness
measure. The sampling strategy of H [4] is an independent method using a
Bayesian approach of itself for preference aggregation. The plot in (a) evaluates
the performances with SRCC. The plot in (b) evaluates the performances with
KRCC. The plot in (c) and (d) evaluate the performances with miss ratio (MR).
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of informativeness. Both experiments are repeated 500 times.
As the tests are conducted on 20 groups of images, the performances in Figs. 9 and 10 are respectively an average of the
performances on the 20 groups. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a) show
that the SRCC of global quality scores increases with the accumulation of preference labels. Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 10(b) evaluate
the performances with KRCC. Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 10(c) show
that the MR of global quality scores decreases with the accumulation of preference labels. The figures of SRCC, KRCC and
MR show similar relative performances of different sampling
strategies.
On the whole, Figs. 9 and 10 show a similar result as Figs. 7
and 8. We can see that our strategies outperform the other strategies except “H: Ye [4]”. Our strategies outperform “H: Ye [4]”
in the beginning of the test, but are worse than it in the end
of the test. Note that H is an independent method, and that the
yellow star curves of H in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are exactly the
same. Considering the performance comparison in Figs. 7 and
8, where our strategies are better than H, we think it is the preference aggregation algorithm, rather than the sampling strategy
that makes our strategies worse than H in the end of the test in
Figs. 9 and 10. Furthermore, RankSVM is based on learning,
while the preference aggregation of H is not. Therefore, we think
it is the learning based method that causes the degeneration of
our strategies’ performance in the end of the test. The reason
might be that the performances of learning-based methods can
be limited by the representation ability of images’ features and
the power of the learning model applied.
Fig. 9(d) and Fig. 10(d) show the variance of MR across
500 trials. We can get a similar conclusion as that in IQA tests
based on Bradley-Terry and HodgeRank. It is that our proposed
strategies are no worse than others in stability.
Comparing the performances of the experiments in the two
scenarios, whether the feature space is known or not, we can
find that the difference between our strategies A and B in the
experiments based on RankSVM, is smaller than that in the
experiments based on Bradley-Terry or HodgeRank. This is
because with a ranking algorithm based on learning, thanks to
its ability of generalization, the global quality score can converge
to a value that is relatively accurate in the early step of the test,
which contributes to the estimation of the reliability.
When the preference aggregation algorithm is based on learning, more active sampling strategies (or active learning strategies) can be used. We introduce an active learning strategy
proposed by Zhu et al. [12] for the IQA problem. It is a
typical active learning strategy combining uncertainty measure
and information density measure. When it is applied to the IQA
problem, for each image pair, we concatenate the feature vectors
of the two images to represent the image pair. The uncertainty
of an image pair is represented based on the difference between
the two images’ current quality scores. We compare Zhu et
al. [12] with our methods as shown in Fig. 11. The methods
of A, B and C in Fig. 11 are the same as that in Fig. 9. The
method of D is based on the density measure proposed in [12].
The method of E is a hybrid approach based on the whole work
in [12]. Fig. 11 shows that our methods obviously outperform
Zhu et al. ’s.
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Fig. 11. Comparisons among our methods and other typical active learning methods. All the methods are conducted with RankSVM for preference
aggregation.

V. CONCLUSION
To reduce the large testing scale of subjective IQA tests based
on pairwise comparison, and to obtain a more accurate global
ranking of the images, we present an active sampling strategy to select image pairs for comparison. By introducing the
reliability of image pairs’ preference labels into image pairs’
informativeness, our active sampling strategy is based on reliable informativeness. It is able to not only select informative
image pairs as previous works, but also adjust efforts spent on
different image pairs based on the image pairs’ ambiguity. As
verified by our experiments, our method can effectively improve
the performance of the active sampling strategies only based on
informativeness. Our future work will focus on introducing the
estimation of each subject’s expertise into the sampling strategy,
which aims to make our strategy more robust in crowdsourcing
environment. Besides, our strategy theoretically can adapt to the
evaluation of higher-level properties of more multimedia contexts and applications. For example, the evaluation of aesthetic
value can be conducted by having subjects judge the relative
aesthetic value. Therefore, in the future, we will extend the
application of the proposed active sampling strategy to more
general evaluation problems, such as the evaluation of aesthetic
value and relative attributes, and verify its generality.
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